Object tracking is one of the most practical applications of WSN. Wireless network is itself vulnerable and when combined with sensors the other errors that add upon to it are sensor failures, localization errors, prediction, and detection errors. Robust and effective solutions that could recover the information of tracking object are required for making wireless sensor networks more acceptable. Efficient energy management and enhanced network lifetime are other desired design aspects of a wireless sensor network application. Rout and Ghosh [1] tackle the problem of the area around the sink node that is a bottleneck zone as more activity is reported there, causing improper load balance that affects the overall network lifetime. They attempted to solve this problem by proposing a duty cycled wireless sensor network. The sensor nodes in the bottleneck zone are divided into two groups in their approach: simple relay sensors and network coder sensors. While the relay nodes simply forward the received data, the network coder nodes transmit using a network coding based algorithm. Energy efficiency of the bottleneck zone hence increases as more volume of data will be transmitted to the Sink with the same number of transmissions. Park and Shi [2] suggest strategies of deploying additional sensors in the bottleneck zone in due course of time to maintain a desired level of network connectivity. The major concerns of WSNs are studied by Mohsin [3] who also Abstract It is a challenging task for all Harbors or Naval Administration to restrict and monitor the movement of defense or commercial ships. Most commonly used techniques of monitoring are radars and satellite images. These techniques are not reliable as radars can be turned off voluntarily and receptions of images are affected by adverse climatic conditions. This paper proposes a reliable ship intruder detection algorithm that classifies different types of objects approaching the model system in and out of phase with the ocean waves. The proposed technique also takes care of superimposition of temporal and spatial values of nodes that are presumably deployed in the sea surface up to a certain distance. Simulation results prove that the proposed algorithm detects and classifies objects efficiently even when 50% of the nodes reporting the tracking phenomenon are tampered. Rao and Kamila Hum. Cent. Comput. Inf. Sci. (2017) Comput. Inf. Sci. (2017) 7:14 survey the performance tradeoffs in terms of energy, tracking error and other performance metrics of the available sensors in established network architectures. Tracking and monitoring techniques need to be designed by taking account of these parameters. A simple and efficient tracking system based on Oriented FAST and Rotated BRIEF (ORB) is presented by Wu et al. [4]. It is a fast binary descriptor where good matched points are obtained by computing Hamming distance. Based on the matched points and temporal-spatial constraint, location of the object in new frame is obtained. Tracking applications of wireless sensor network attract the need for a lot of research.
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Tracking an intruder enemy vehicle in a battlefield and tracking an intruder ship on the surface of a sea differ in every aspect. The paper explores early ship intruder detection systems here. Ships can be equipped with wireless sensor networks. Kdouh et al. [5] propose a wireless sensor network on a boat for tracking objects continuously. The network collectively reports the position of various objects in the ship, in terms of Cartesian coordinates to a sink node or to a central base station. This application of wireless sensor network reduces the amount of cables and communication equipment on a ship and makes it less messy than a system with wired connections of embedded sensors. However detection of intruding objects was not a part of their research. Thattil and Vasantha [6] proposed an early energy efficient tracking technique that detects an intruder approaching a military border, with the help of wireless sensor network. However their technique cannot be applied for detecting intruders like a pirate boat, smugglers and illegal fisherman, freely moving on ocean and open waters. Monitoring and Tracking on a sea surface needs a different insight in itself. Luo et al. [7] have proposed a solution for ship intrusion detection, where three-axis accelerometer are deployed in an experimental WSN on the sea's surface to distinguish between authorized and unauthorized ships, it is not sufficient as they do not explore the possibilities of how energy consumption could be reduced. Their proposed system is not at all fault tolerant.
Li and Parker [8] proposed an unsupervised fuzzy adaptive resonance theory neural network to learn and detect intruders in a previously unknown environment that is equipped with wireless sensor network for tracking and monitoring. The detection of network intrusion itself is a very important task of the network security in wireless sensor network applications. Every task in wireless environment requires energy that is limited. Effective and optimal intruder detection techniques are required for wireless sensor network applications which are impacted by the area of their deployment. Intruder detection techniques that work optimal in a particular application may be absolutely inefficient for another application under wireless sensor network environment in sea.
Related work
Terrestrial monitoring using wireless sensor network technique is being carried out as a part of military surveillance. But monitoring the sea is always more challenging task for sensor networking scientists. In present scenarios terror attacks through harbor and open seas are increasing rapidly. Managing such an environment requires advanced technology that could alert the base stations when invaded or trespassed. Reported news of illegal fisherman, pirates and smugglers and of unauthorized marine vessels in harbors and ocean across the globe is increasing. Compared with traditional ship detection methods which can monitor a large area with technologies such as radars and satellites cost a lot, and fail in harsh weathers and also these devices could be turned off if desired. Hence reliable techniques for detection of intruders on open waters are indeed requirement of the time. Luo et al. [7] , proposed a ship intruder detection technique where a ship carries an array of sensors with itself. It uses spatial and temporal correlations of the amplitude data collected by these senor nodes to detect an approaching object by the help of the wave pattern generated by it. The design suggested by Luo. et al., cannot however, support online intrusion detection. Their approach can help classify objects moving in the vicinity, but cannot detect multiple objects of similar form, such as two or more pirate ships, etc.
The feasibility of wireless sensor networks on ships was studied by Kdouh et al. [5] . The metallic structure of ships/boats makes wireless communication more difficult than in any other classical indoor and outdoor environments. In this regard two types of experiments have been carried out on board of a ferry-type boat during sailings and stopovers. The first experiment consists of point-to-point measurements using Zigbee-based equipments and the second one consists of deploying and testing a WSN on the ferry. This particular environment is characterized by its metallic structure which may severely disturb the wireless communication. Here they have studied by conducting point-topoint measurements for the different configurations of communication between nodes in a ship (nodes in the same room, nodes in adjacent rooms or adjacent decks). It is one of the first steps towards replacing the wired shipboard monitoring system by the cost effective WSN technology. The network employs the object tracking techniques to continuously report the position of the object in terms of Cartesian coordinates to a sink node or to a central base station. A wide range of technologies, network architectures and types of sensors are available for tracking the object in wireless sensor network environment. Little attention has been given in tracking pirate/smuggler's approaching a ship on sea, which we explore in this paper. There has been significant research in maritime surveillance using synthetic aperture radar (SAR). Graziano et al. [9] have indeed developed an algorithm for estimating the direction a ship is heading and could also estimate the ship velocity using SAR images. However their approach is not helpful to detect ship intrusion from within a ship. Zhai et al. [10] propose a ship detection method based on anomaly detection theory of SAR images. However their method cannot be applied to wireless sensor network. Table 1 summarizes the number of pirate attacks that have occurred region wise and the kind of ship that was attacked. Hastings [11] brings this information to the limelight. He has suggested that more stringent pirate punishment laws and advanced tracking technology are required to control such incidents. It definitely raises many serious questions about the current state of art of defense and surveillance systems provided by the ship manufacturers. Even after seas monitoring frequency have been enhanced, still the occurrences of mishaps have not been combated, rather magnified only Zhai et al. [10] . Tracking of the wave patterns generated by ships could help in tracking pirates and militants, for reporting and raising alarms. An initial model of how harbor surveillance can be made more effective with WSN was proposed by Rao et al. [12] . Existing monitoring and tracking system can be enhanced in much better way, as currently satellite and radar is the most used and available commercial method of monitoring and tracking on sea. Images from satellite and via radar cannot identify the following events on sea:
1. Ships are identified as stationary if moving with a speed of less than 0.5 knots and otherwise as moving. 2. Ships as loaded or discharged. 3. Change of destination of ships or vessels. 4. Report when vessels are out of range.
Satellite and radar fail to monitor the area around a moving ship in sea. Many instances of ship hijacking have been reported. Ships are vulnerable when at sea to attacks by pirates and smugglers. Technology in addition to satellites and radars is needed in order to equip and alert the people on board of a ship when an event of trespassing is likely to happen. This is possible by monitoring the water surface area surrounding the ship. This is achieved with the help of wireless sensor network. The wireless sensor network needs the intelligence of classifying objects by identifying the pattern of waves generated by them. However, more research in this direction is required to overcome such problem and with the help of Wireless Sensor Network this could be achieved. None of the above authors have discussed about the problems which we are considering here.
Motivation
The number of instances of crimes, smuggling and terrorism is increasing day by day in open waters. Our ships on oceans and seas need self tracking and monitoring systems in addition to support received from radars and satellites. Wireless sensor network provides a viable solution either in the form grid like structure or mesh topology. A grid of sensors can move along with the ship to monitor the ocean area surrounding the moving ship. If an object like a small unidentified ship is traced in its vicinity, necessary alarms and self defensive measures can be taken by people on the ship. Tracking and classifying objects is possible with the help of understanding the size, shape and behavior of the waves deformed by objects. These motivated to tackle the challenges of identifying approaching objects on ocean surface by their waveforms with the help of wireless sensor network. Knowing the constraints of wireless sensor network, these challenges become complex to solve with the need of reducing energy consumption of nodes, reducing congestion, delay and jitter while also ensuring that object detection is accurate. 
Contributions
The contributions of our research can be categorized into two sets. The first set relates to the use of spatial and temporal correlation techniques for identifying various objects approaching a grid of sensors with the sink node situated at the centre of the grid. The waveforms generated when two ships approach and move away from each other are also taken into consideration for better results. These waveforms are sensed and reported to the sink node, which can raise an alarm for the Captain on the ship, if any other ship approaches it. Under this situation a waveform classification algorithm has been developed. To ensure that this waveform classification algorithm yields accurate results even when sensor nodes are tampered, we have developed a reliable and fault tolerant system that uses bitwise AND and OR operation on sensor nodes data. We demonstrate the percentage of success of accurate object detection with random number and pattern of tampered nodes. The object detection degrades when more than 50% of the nodes are tampered, which is quite natural and practical. Secondly, we address the issue of congestion in the bottleneck zone which comprises of nodes immediately surrounding the sink node. These nodes traditionally keep forwarding packets to the sink node, without having a chance to go to sleep state. We propose a scheduled duty cycle for the nodes in the bottleneck zone in such a manner that fair load distribution is achieved without compromising traffic flow. Finally from the results it is observed that our technique reduces average jitter and enhances the throughput of the network.
Problem formulation
Consider a sensor topology of n*n nodes with the sink node deployed in the centre of this topology. The nodes are equipped with sensors that measure the amplitude of sea waves and report the changing amplitude values to the sink node. Different objects for example fish, snake, ship etc., generate different types of wave patterns causing sensor to report different values based on their behavior and size. Hence nodes report different patterns of raising amplitude values to the sink node. The sink node can thus perform a spatial and temporal correlation for searching a particular pattern of size and activity in the values reported to it. The sink node applies this technique to detect an intruding object such as a pirate ship. On detecting a pirate ship, the sink node can raise necessary alarms. It, therefore, requires learning and remembering a vast type of wave patterns including patterns caused when two ships approach and move away from each other. The topology under study is believed to be in dynamic equilibrium and is assumed to be moving along with the ship as a tool to protect itself from intruding ships and smugglers. This topology has two inherent constraints. Firstly, the nodes immediately surrounding the sink nodes are constantly forwarding packets to sink node, thereby draining their power quickly. This is the bottleneck zone, and here over performing nodes will die and leave the network disconnected. Secondly the sink node classifies objects around itself based on spatial and temporal correlation of sensor nodes value. But if the values reported by the nodes are tampered, or if the nodes are physically tampered; the sink node will fail to function. Yu et al. [13] have proposed a distributed fault detection algorithm for WSN. They have shown how faulty data causes inaccurate estimation of the environment and causing wastage of network resources. A reliable object classification and intruder detection technique is needed to be performed by the sink node so that object detection would be accurate. In this paper, these issues are addressed. The proposed algorithm has two phases: phase 1 aims to classify objects in a fault tolerant manner; phase 2 deals with the issue of load imbalance in the bottleneck zone.
In general, this problem can be expressed mathematically with the help of following notations (Table 2) .
Object classification consists of associating each object, to the waveform it generates while moving on sea surface. The features of the waveform are based on the size, shape and behavior of the object. Let X be the n-dimensional random variable corresponding the waveform features. A vector x = (x 1 , . . . x n ) as indicated in Table 2 consisting of the n measured features is associated to each object. Let us assume that there are c numbers of objects to be identified. We further define a random variable Y that indicates the object that generates a particular waveform. It takes values in the set {1, 2, . . . , c + 1}. Y = c + 1 means that the waveform is not associated to any object, i.e., it is unknown. The problem of object classification is to associate a given waveform x with an object y. We further consider that a set of F nodes report faulty or erroneous data to sink node. This may result in modified vector x′. Based on the spatial and temporal values of vector x over time the object is still detected successfully. An intrusion is understood by the difference of vector x′ and expected x. The sink node uses the proposed algorithm to classify objects and data to sink node is forwarded via a set of R active relay nodes, while R′ set of relay nodes are asleep to bring fair load distribution. Figure 1 shows the pattern of wave generated by two ships moving in parallel with same speed and velocity. Ursell [14] proved that the pattern of waves generated by ships is a V-shaped pattern and is independent of the size and velocity of the ship. This V-shaped pattern is formed by two loci of cusps whose angle with the sailing line is 19°28′ in deep water and 54°44′ is the angle between the sailing line and the diverging wave crest line at the cusp of the local line. Figure 2a , b depicts the resultant waves that are created when two waves meet in and out of phase. Figure 2c illustrates the pattern of waves that are generated when two boats with same velocity approach each other from opposite direction.
Phase 1 of the algorithm: tracking waveform patterns in a fault tolerant manner
Here, superposition principle is applied. If two or more waves pass through the same medium simultaneously, then the resultant wave's displacement at any point x can be known by adding displacements of the component waves.
Table 2 Notations used

Notations Descriptions
N, E Represents a set of nodes and a set of edges of the graph S Sink node deployed at the centre of a grid Vector x′ Modified set of vector x due to faulty sensors ξ 1 is the displacement of first wave and ξ 2 is the displacement of the second wave where x is the amplitude and t is the given time.
When two ships are travelling with the same speed in same direction and if the amplitude and frequency are same as well, then the combined displacement of the wave is mathematically derived as follows:
We take, ) and φ 0 is phase constant. Moreover the argument of the sine function (ωt ± kx) is called the phase of the wave. T = time period, λ = (1/T) wavelength and A = amplitude of the wave which is the maximum displacement of any particle from its equilibrium position.
And if ξ < A, it is called destructive interference. For two waves travelling in the opposite direction, with the same amplitude, frequency and speed, a standing wave is produced.
For the wave generated by the boat travelling to the right For the wave generated by the boat travelling to the left The resultant standing wave generated is Any particle will vibrate with simple harmonic motion (SHM) due to the cos factor (ωt) and all will have the same frequency f = ω/2π, but the amplitude depends on x and equals 2A sin(kx).
The maximum amplitude or antinode occurs when ξ = 2A, that is when sin(kx) = 1 that is when x = π/2k, 3π/2k, 5π/2k, . . . or x = /4, 3 /4, 5 /4, . . .
In general antinodes for displacement (or nodes for pressure) are observed when Zero displacement or node occurs when So nodes occur when kx = 0, π, 2π, 3π,… or when x = 0, λ/2, λ, 3λ/2, etc.
In general nodes for displacement (or antinodes for pressure) are formed when
The distance between nodes and antinodes is half a wavelength, λ/2. Chwang and Chen [15] , show that at a fixed spatial point, the ship generated wave pattern has a limited duration. This temporal aspect of a ship generated wave helps in target detection. With reading reported by the nodes sensing the effect in which the transverse and diverging waves correlate, help the sink node to classify another ship approaching or leaving the surrounding. It could further help in identifying various objects approaching or leaving the surrounding, such as snake, fish or even a human being swimming to or away from the sink. Figure 2c depicts the pattern of waves that are generated when two boats with same velocity approach each other from opposite direction. This resultant standing wave is obtained as justified mathematically in Eq. 8. This correlation helps in tracking an unknown object or even a pirate ship. Spatial and temporal correlation has been explored in other areas as well. For instance, Ogawa et al. [16] have developed a system for differentiating knot-tying procedures in surgical procedures using a RGB-D Sensor. The sensor detects the various phases of the knot tying procedure by correlating the transition of hands spatially and temporally. He et al. [17] have studied the temporal and spatial characteristics of traffic variations in order to determine optimal deployment of base stations in green cellular networks which can thus reduce energy consumption. We would therefore, like to emphasize that objects could be classified based on their size, shape and behavior. The classification algorithm uses the concept of decision trees for training and the pseudo code is as follows: The algorithm runs recursively on each child node of a decision tree where a branch is selected based on the result of the logical test of the attributes (spatial and temporal). Vector x = (x 1 , . . . x n ) consisting of the n measured attributes of the waveform is associated to each object y as considered in Table 2 . Here the Sink node computes bitwise AND, and OR of the temporal and spatial pattern of readings as relayed. The superimposed and correlated information thus helps in reliable detection of target and with relay nodes, power management is achieved which ultimately results in enhanced network life time. Yu et al. [13, 18] have proposed a data reconstruction technique that was based on time series, historical data, spatial location and spatio-temporal correlation. According to Yu et al. [13, 18] data can be reconstructed by a method based on time-series, or on historical data, or on spatial location or on space correlation. Our approach of bitwise AND and OR operations performed on the data received by sink node helps in reconstructing data that fails to get reported to sink node due to a set of tampered nodes that we assume are introduced in the network. These tampered nodes may have been hijacked or could have been turned off voluntarily or may have simply died out over a span of time due to energy drainage. Reducing energy consumption is very crucial. Han et al. [19] have tried optimizing energy consumption in wireless sensor network by evaluating spatial and temporal coverage of sensor nodes. We use spatial and temporal coverage of nodes to detect any fault in sensors. Let us understand the following situation with the aid of set theory. Consider a network of wireless sensor nodes, C number of nodes report a data value (amplitude) at time t, H number of nodes reported the data value at t−1, and V number of nodes report the data value at t + 1. Using temporal correlation the sink node can find the set of nodes that reported at both t and t ± 1. This can be represented in set theory as n(C ∩ H) where n(C ∩ H) stands for number of nodes in between C and H that report at time interval t and t − 1. Further the set of nodes that report at t − 1 and t + 1 would be n(H ∩ V), while the set of nodes that report at t and at t + 1 would be n(C ∩ V). Sink can employ bitwise AND operation to know the elements of the set (C ∩ H ∩ V), being the set of nodes that report at, time t − 1, t, t + 1. Further it can also relate spatially by finding the set of nodes that belong to the set (C ∪ H ∪ V) being the set of nodes that have reported to the sink at-least once in time t − 1, t and t + 1 by using the following operation
Phase 2: relay nodes in bottleneck zone
The topology under study has a central sink node. Such a topology leads to situation of load imbalance, where nodes near the sink node have to continuously forward packets and therefore drain their energy more quickly. If all the nodes just surrounding the sink node drain all their energy, the network will get disconnected. This situation needs to be avoided as far as possible.
Kaswn et al. [20] have suggested a mobile sink node that itself moves around the network and collects data from other nodes. However, this may not be a feasible solution for our problem. Wang et al. [21] have proposed a sleep schedule mechanism for all the nodes in the network. Their method prolongs the network lifetime but cannot be applicable to our problem because in our case nodes have to continuously sense data. We propose a solution to deal with this issue of load imbalance and energy drainage of nodes in bottleneck zone by scheduling the sleep and active cycles here. Let us assume R number of active and R′ number of sleep nodes in the bottleneck zone. Figure 3 illustrates these two sets R and R′ of relay nodes that forward packets to sink nodes in alternate clock cycle; such that R ∩ R ′ = {φ}. Maintaining the schedule may be a slight overhead but it still improves the network lifetime.
System model
As per "Problem formulation" the topology contains n*n sensor nodes. But for simplicity and simulation point of view we have considered the model of 25 nodes, 5 cross 5 with the sink node in the center as shown in Fig. 4 . The bottleneck zone is the immediate Fig. 3 Sets of relay nodes working in alternate clock cycles in the bottleneck zone area around the sink node which remains active reporting the information to the sink node. The algorithm suggests two sets of relay nodes in the bottleneck zone that use data compression techniques and collate and forward the information that is received from its neighboring nodes. By allowing the first set of relay nodes to stay idle while the second set of relay nodes function, brings enhanced load sharing and there by increases the network lifetime. As shown in the figure below, the sink node's neighbors are all relay nodes that function in alternate clock cycles. From Fig. 4 , it is seen that the dark node is sink node and all eight nodes surrounding the sink are relay nodes. The relay nodes work in alternate clock cycles to prolong the life time of the network. The sink node is on the ship while the remaining nodes are on the sea surface. However we have considered 10 × 10 nodes practically for simulation purpose in NS2 which is shown in Fig. 5 onwards.
. Each node of the setup is built with 3 axis accelerometer which detects the amplitude of the water level around it. These floating sensors further communicate with their cluster heads. Cluster level detection helps in learning the status of the nodes and of the network connectivity of clusters. Sink Node detects further by correlating the information received by the relay nodes. The information while being relayed could be tampered or changed. Information thereby gathered will fail to be reliable and faulty. We propose a technique that is 67% more reliable.
Simulation results and analysis
Simulation set up
Simulation has been carried out using NS2 with system configuration core to duo processor, 2 GB RAM and 2.66 GHz frequency. The source data of test bed are wave patterns being generated in NS2 and subsequently are analyzed by the classification algorithm in Matlab. The results obtained are plotted across temporal and spatial values of nodes in three dimensional scales. Further the proposed object classification algorithm's performance parameters are studied in NS2.
Classification of objects
The pattern of wave trace generated by various objects helps in tracking and classifying the objects approaching or floating in surrounding. The temporal information is usually in the form of frame differencing, which highlights changing regions in consecutive frames. Given the object regions in the image, it is then required to perform object correspondence from one frame to the next so that the tracks could be generated. The aim of object tracking is to generate the trajectory of an object over time by locating its position in every frame of instant time. Object tracking also provides the complete region in the image that is occupied by the object at every time instant.
A grid of sensors is deployed around the ship which also contains the sink node. Figure 5 depicts the wave pattern generated by fish moving towards the sink. The x and y axis of the graph in Fig. 5a -c indicate the nodes position in a two dimensional scale, while the z axis indicates the reading of wave amplitude being sensed by the node at a given node position(x, y). It can be noted from Fig. 5a -c that the fish is moving towards the sink. This can be known by the nodes reporting the increase in amplitude as a moving fish is likely to create. Under these conditions it has been assumed that the fish is moving with constant speed. Figure 6 shows the span of nodes reporting the increase in amplitude to the sink node. With the proposed algorithm at the sink node, it can correlate the spatial and temporal values of the information received from the relay nodes. The span of nodes reporting increased in amplitude help in differentiating the object as boat, fish, etc.
The sensor readings are represented in a matrix for a given instance of time t as given below, where the value represented is the height of amplitude being sensed by the senor in a given position along the x and y axis. For example a node located at position (1, 1) reports the sink that the height of wave amplitude is 22 units (cm), node at (1, 2) reports 30 units where as node (9, 9) reports 20 units to the sink which is described in matrix Fig. 5 Wave pattern being generated by fish. a Wave pattern generated by a moving fish at time t − 1. b Wave pattern generated by a moving fish at time t. c Wave pattern generated by a moving fish at time t + 1 below for the Fig. 5a . These data sets are prototype for object, 'fish' , in a normal day, but are vary in stormy or windy day.
In general the nodes report an amplitude of waves of height 20 units (can be considered in centimetres also) on the ocean surface. When an object as fish moves in the surrounding the nodes report the reading as depicted in above matrix. We use standard deviation to measure how close the set of data is to the mean value at time t. If data set has high standard deviation, then the values are spread out very much and that would be for an object of bigger dimension. If data sets have small standard deviation, the data points are very close to the mean and the object is likely to be small. where X is the mean. In the above example with the matrix mean are 20. The mean is ideally calculated by the height of amplitude of waves on ocean surface. It may be higher on a stormy or windy day. We apply the Eq. 10 in the matrix values as generated by the moving object fish shown in Fig. 5a . The standard deviation row wise calculated is vector S1 as follows; S1: the waves generated by a pirate boat approaching the surrounding. Fig. 7b , c show the gradual movement of the pirate boat which is as per Eq. (1). Fig. 7d -f depict the gradual information received at the sink node. The sink differentiate the object as an object much bigger than as reported in Fig. 5a -c. The Fig. 7d-f show three different colors which indicate the temporal values of the nodes. As a boat wave approaches the sink, it captures divergent and transverse waves as discussed and explained in Fig. 1 . The pattern of waves generated by ships is a V-shaped pattern and is independent of the size and velocity of the ship. This V-shaped pattern is formed by two loci of cusps whose angle with the sailing line is 19°28′ in deep water and 54°44′ is the angle between the sailing line and the diverging wave crest line at the cusp of the local line as shown by Ursell [14] . Applying Eq. 10 on the data reading reported by nodes as a matrix at time t as in Fig. 6a , b, the calculated standard deviation is described row wise in vector S3, S4 respectively; S3 . Here standard deviation is much larger than matrix generated by Fig. 5a -c. It presumes that the object is much larger than a fish.
Fig. 7
Wave pattern being generated by a pirate boat. a Wave pattern generated by a moving boat at time t -1. b Wave pattern generated by a moving boat at time t. c Wave pattern generated by a moving boat at time t + 1. d Object predicted as ship by the sink node at time t -1. e Object predicted as ship by the sink node at time t. f Object predicted as ship by the sink node at time t + 1
The sea surface is a bed for various types of organisms and other objects which create waves are considered as random phenomenon. These objects could approach the surrounding and would generate increase amplitude which is also reported to sink. Figure 8a , b depict such random phenomenon. Figure 8c , d depict the sink nodes perception of information as received from the relay nodes. We find the standard deviation using Eq. 10 for the matrix as obtained by Fig. 8a 
The aspect of reliability
We further study the reliability of the proposed object detection. It is likely that the nodes in the surrounding are tampered to report erroneous results further causing 8 Wave pattern being generated in a random phenomenon. a Wave pattern generated by a random phenonmena at time t -1. b Wave pattern generated by a random phenonmena at time t. c Perception of sink node as random phenomena at time t -1. d Perception of sink node as random phenomena at time t failures in detection and classification of objects. The proposed technique is more reliable as it computes bitwise AND and OR of the spatial and temporal values as received by the Sink node. It can predict the nodes that should have responded in due course of time but have not by reconstructing the inherent nature of waveform which is spatially and temporally correlated. Ran et al. [22] have used a similar approach where they fused traffic flow data received from multiple sensing locations to reconstruct the missing traffic data using full spatial and temporal information of traffic flow. We explore spatial temporal correlation for reliable object detection and reconstruction of its possible trajectory in progressing series of time. The proposed algorithm is validated for various objects and with various numbers of nodes reporting erroneous reading. We find that the object can be detected reliably 67% more than as reported by Luo et al. [7] . We assume that some of nodes are tampered and report erroneous values at an instance of time. However with the proposed technique super imposition of the spatial and temporal correlation of data, the success of detection percentage could be made more reliable. A wave that is generated by a moving abject will have smooth transitions. Data received at the sink node will thus have similar values that increase or decrease gradually from temporal aspect, while these changes will reflect spatially depending on the kind of wave generated. Attacks in wireless sensors network are node specific. Using spatial and temporal correlation we can disregard the effect of a malicious node. Spatial and temporal correlation is so inherent in many applications that it can be used to reduce the complexity of a system. Zhang et al. [23] have applied the temporal and spatial correlation of coding information of the previously coded frames for reducing the computational complexity of high efficiency video coding (HVEC) encoding. Figure 9a depicts the increased amplitude of nodes in a two dimensional scale as reported in Fig. 5a . For better result and simulation point of view here 5 nodes are assumed to have been tampered and therefore report erroneous amplitude to the sink. Figure 9b is the resultant graph of the superimposition of spatial and temporal values of nodes using Bitwise AND while Fig. 9c is the resultant graph of the superimposition of spatial and temporal values of nodes using Bitwise OR. It can be noted from the difference in Fig. 9b , c that the nodes have been tampered and could raise an alarm. Ideally if the nodes have not been tampered the Fig. 9b , c would reflect the same readings. In Fig. 10a , varying number of tampered nodes resulting in an erroneous reading of amplitude sensed is reported to the sink node. The sink node employs the proposed algorithm, the result of bitwise AND is plotted in Fig. 10 . Figure 10c is the result of bitwise OR of the super imposition of the spatial and temporal values of nodes.
The amplitude reported in Fig. 10a -c confirms that a wave of greater speed is reported which certainly reflects that the tracked object is not of a small object like fish. The span of the wave is confirmed in Fig. 10c while Fig. 10b confirms that some number of nodes have been tampered, this could also help in raising alarms. Figure 11a , b shows the simulation results when two boats approach each other with constant velocity are tracked in progressing instance of time. The x and y axis of graph indicate the nodes position on a two dimensional scale, the z axis indicates the amplitude sensed.
When two ships are moving parallel to each other with constant speed, the resultant waves are tracked as depicted in Fig. 12a , b in progressing instance of time. If two resultant waves being generated by boats meet in phase, then the resultant wave is amplified.
However if waves meet out of phase, resultant wave is nullified. This needs further research.
Performance analysis
In this paragraph the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm is compared with the only existing technique as proposed by Luo et al. The experiment is carried for various numbers of tampered nodes. Various scenarios containing objects like fish, boat and any random activity are simulated and results are examined. The performance analysis is based on target detection reliability and living nodes as time increases. However, jitter, throughput and delay are related to network lifetime. Figure 13 depicts the reliability of detection in percentage against the tampered nodes.
A tampered node can be defined as a node that is either turned off or is a node that sends wrong values so that object detection is inaccurate. We run the simulation by Fig. 9 Bitwise OR/AND of spatial and temporal values of nodes reporting the object as fish. a wave pattern generated by a moving fish at time t. b Bitwise AND on spatial and temporal values of (a). c Bitwise OR on spatial and temporal values of (a) randomly affecting two nodes out of the 100 nodes considered in the simulation set up and record the success of the type of object detected. Later we successively increase the random number of affected nodes. From Fig. 13 , it can be seen that both the proposed algorithm and the existing technique of Luo et al. [7] , have high reliability initially, then the reliability is seen decreasing as number of tampered node increase. But reliability in our proposed algorithm is quite better than existing methodology of Luo et al. In other words it reflects that increase in tempered nodes reduces the reliability which is very natural. Simulation study suggests the average reliability of the proposed algorithm is 67% where as in case of existing algorithm it seems 42%. The reason contributing to the better performance of our algorithm is due to the bitwise AND and OR of the spatial and temporal values of the node information. From Figs. 5c-e, 6c-e, 7c, d it can be noticed that the nodes just adjacent to the sink node are the nodes that require to perform constantly as they are the nodes situated in the bottleneck zone. The proposed Fig. 10 Bitwise OR/AND of spatial and temporal values of nodes reporting the object as pirate boat. a Wave pattern generated by a moving boat at time t. b Bitwise AND on spatial and temporal values of (a). c Bitwise OR on spatial and temporal values of (a) algorithm divides these nodes into two groups of relay nodes that function on alternate clock cycles, ensuring that network connectivity continues while network lifetime is also enhanced. The amount of living nodes over time is illustrated in Fig. 14 . We analyze the power management and enhanced network life time that is achieved with the help of relay nodes in the bottleneck zone around the sink. By choosing to sleep on alternate cycles, the relay nodes save energy allowing the extension of their lifetime, and thereby contributing to the whole lifetime of the network. The existing approach consumes valuable node energy and shortens the network lifetime, however the proposed approach of 12 Wave generated by two pirate boats moving parallel to each other. a Wave pattern generated by two pirates boats moving parallely to each other at time t -1. b Wave pattern generated by two pirates boats moving parallely to each other at time t alternate duty cycles for relay nodes brings elongated network lifetime, as nodes will live longer. Figure 15 further displays the jitter, delay and throughput results of both existing technique that does not use relay nodes with our proposed technique of object classification based on waveforms and that employs relay nodes in the bottleneck zone along with bitwise AND and OR operations. To study these performance metrics, the simulation was carried out with various waveforms of different objects as inputs to the classification algorithm proposed here. Figure 15b illustrates the jitter of packets transmitted to the sink node in the existing technique, while Fig. 15a illustrates the jitter of packets with our proposed technique.
Jitter is defined as the varying delay of packets that arrive at the receiver. Jitter can be caused due to transmission errors, congestion and with varying number of hops to the reach the destination. Our approach yields lesser jitter with a maximum of 0.003 ms while with the existing technique, jitter reaches a maximum value of 0.009 ms. The delay of the packets with our approach is plotted in Fig. 15e , f depicts the delay with existing technique. The yellow line in the delay Fig. 15e , f represents the delay of acknowledgement packets, while the green line indicates the delay of TCP packets. More than 1200 packets where generated in our approach, while with existing approach around 700 packets are generated. The delay TCP packets in our approach reduces gradually, where as in the case of existing approach the delay is almost same while the delay for ACK packets is having no definite manner. It is quite unpredictable. The sudden delay of ACK packets in our approach occurs when there is a change in the duty cycle of the relay nodes. More number of packets is generated in our approach because of the need to coordinate the duty cycle of relay nodes and to ensure reliability. The Sink node performs bitwise AND and OR operation on the data received by sensor nodes both to find a wave pattern peculiar to each object using spatial and temporal correlation. We justify that though the overhead of packets is slightly higher in our approach, but we achieve a higher throughput and ensure the system as fault tolerant. Figure 15c depicts the throughput of both TCP and ACK packets in our approach while Fig. 15d depict the throughput of the existing technique. We achieve an average throughput of 24.78 bytes/s, where as 14.29 bytes/s is achieved by existing technique. We can justify from Fig. 15 , which depicts the performance parameters of the proposed technique though it has a little overhead, but achieves better throughput and reduces jitter and delay. Our approach with duty cycled relay nodes avoids congestion in bottleneck zone and brings fair load distribution, thereby enhancing the overall network lifetime of the network.
Conclusion
Vessel monitoring systems which can carry an array of sensors with it for tracking objects approaching it by using spatial and temporal correlation of waves generated has been proposed earlier but was in very nascent stage and also failed to address the issues of load imbalance and fault tolerance. A lot more investigations will be needed for it to be commercial aspect. Here an attempt is taken forward in this direction. Our contribution is as follows: We develop a classification algorithm for identifying various objects approaching a moving ship. Objects like other ships moving in parallel and in opposite direction is also successfully detected with our approach. Our classifier is rule based and with proposed algorithm it identifies the objects correctly. We further identify the constraints of this mesh topology under study and propose a solution for reducing the energy drainage of the nodes in the bottleneck zone. We have employed bitwise operations on data values received at sink node for spatial and temporal correlation to make the system fault tolerant. The proposed technique helps in detecting data that has not been reported or has been compromised. Simulation results justify that our approach reduces jitter, and delay while also enhances the throughput and network lifetime, compared to the existing technique. The simulation has been carried out for a very small and regular topology; however it needs to be studied for different topologies. Also a study is needed on the minimum, maximum and an optimal number of nodes needed to achieve the said intrusion detection. An embedded design for such smart sensors is also left for the future work. Techniques that could help in knowing the velocity of the approaching object also need to be explored. Our system is incapable to learn and detect new objects and new patterns for generalization, it needs to upgrade the system further, is a challenging task.
Abbreviations WSN: wireless sensor network; ORB: Oriented FAST and Rotated BRIEF; SAR: synthetic aperture radar; TCP: transport control packets; ACK: acknowledgement.
